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This paper gives the investigation of the asymptotic stability of the un- 

perturbed motion of a horizontal gyrocompass when small dissipative 

forces are taken into account. 

There are considered cases when the base of a gyrocompass is fixed 

with respect to the earth, speeds are constant and circulatory motions 

are uniform. 

1. Men the danlping of the natural vibrations is neglected then the 

equations of motion of a horizontal gyrocompass of the Ceckeler-Anschiitz 

type which have been given in [1,21 are of the following form 

The parameter EO satisfies the contlition 

2bccssO_ $11 (I.21 

‘I%is condition is autonomously satisfied for ,gyroscopes of the type 

which we consider. The notation used in (1.1) is the same as in [1,2,31. 

Let us introduce for convenience the new variables al and 8, through 

the relations 

I/a := a,: 
2B sin co g 
.-- 6 E 6, 

Pl 
(1.3) 
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be 

Substituting (1.3) in (1.1) we obtain 

hl - gp - Qa, = 0, i++s+o 
++;+s&=o, 6,-gy+ 0X,=0 

(1.4) 

In the equation (1.4) the coefficients of the unknown functions can 

regarded as constants, with the exception of Q which is determined by 

In general, when a ship moves on the earth's surface, R is a continu- 

ous function of time t. lhe system (1.4) is equivalent to two second 

order equations 

~,+~cc,-~S&- sia,=o 

& + ha, -:-- 2S& + Sk, = 0 
(X = va - i-22) (1.6) 

Simultaneously with the system (1.6) we shall analyze also the system 

I& +2b1k, + ha,--2S2i1 - fia, = 0 

&+ 2b,i, $- ha, + 2Q&, + btc, = 0 
(4 -7) 

where the coefficients b, and b, reflect the action of dissipative 

forces. We shall assume that these coefficients are arbitrarily small 

positive numbers. 

2. We shall consider first a simple case when R is a constant. 1Jnder 

this assumption the system (1.7) becomes 

& + 2b,Lt, + La, -- 2Q'6, ==:O, 'fi, I~ :!b,& -I- Aal + a~&, = 0 (2.1) 

After replacing A by its values as obtained from (1.6) the character- 

istic equation of (2.1) is 

D4 + 2 (b, + bJ D3 -t 2 (26,b2 -1 v2 + P) D2 4 

+ 2 (6, -I- 0,) (v” -- Q*) D + ,, r’j - Q2j2 = 0 (2.2) 

Applying the Ilurwitz criterion it can be easily shown that if b, and 

b, are positive constants and if the condition (obtained by different 

methods in [4,, ~1) 
sz<v (2.3; 
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The trivial solution of the system ( 2.3) will be then asymptotically 

stable. When 

Q>V (2.4) 

(the case R = v which is on the boundary of stability and instability 

will not be considered), then the system will be unstable even with 

smallest dissipative forces present. Indeed the system 

obtained from (2.1) on the assumption of the absence of damping is a 

speciai case of a system where the conservative and gyroscopic forces 

are [91 

ij = - AjXj + x gjkXk tRj/i z - g,j) (2.6) 
k 

'%en R > v, then by (1.6) we have h < 0, and the system (2.5) acted 

only by conservative forces is unstable. The degree of instability (that 

is the number of negative A,'s) is even anJ equals two. 

L'hen the degree of instability is even and fully dissipative forces 

are absent, then the system can be stabilizec! by a suitable choice of 

groscopic forces. 

2R&, and -2R&,. 

In our case these forces are expressed by the terms 

This stabilization, however, is only (ILelvin's termi- 

nology) "temporary" and it is destroyed in the presence of the smallest 

dissipative forces. For a horizontal ,grocompass on a base which is 

fixed with respect to the earth we have R E IJ sin 9 = const, I' E 1111 
cos 9 = const, hence the condition (2.3) reduces to 

Usincp<v 

The above condition assures the stability of 

when dissipative forces are present. Since 

(2.7) 

a horizontal gyrocompass 

v= I/RfR-_L34~10-"sec-', l! ,-7.29.1V6 set -1 

the inequality (2.7) is always satisfied. 

Yhen a moving ship has a constant eastern velocity component vE, tlien 

the condition (2.3) becomes 

'l'his condition is also always satisfieJ in practical cases. 

3. !Ye shall investigate now t:le case when 1' and Q vary anil are 
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function of the time t. tie shall assume that the coefficients of dissipa- 

tion b, and b, are so small compared with u, that their distinctness can 

be neglected and we can set 6, = b, = b. 

Then from (1.7) we obtain the system of equations 

ii, -+ 2b& .: (9 6>“) cc, -.- 2Qb, .- !h, = 0 
(3.1) 

6, + 266, -I- (v” - 522) h] ‘i 2&t, + ha, = 0 

Ye shall introduce in (3.1) the new variables <I and t2 by the non- 

singular ti.ansforination [21 

El = a1 cm 0 - 6, sin 6, ,!& :'- tcj sin 8 -A- 0, cos6 [O= jQ(T,,, (3.2) 
0 

Hence 

a1 = El cos 8 + E2 sin 6. d, := - g, sin 6 + ES cos 0 (3.3) 

Substituting (3.2) and (3.3) in (3.1) we obtain tile system of equa- 

tions in <I and c2 

ii, -!- 2b.L + v2& -I- 2bQ (t) g, :-- 0. &i 2&z + v2&- 2bQ(t)E, = 0 (3.4) 

Flultiplying the second equation in (3.4) by - i (i = \I ( -1)) and add- 

ing to the first equation we obtain 

ul1-262;i-(v'+ZhSl(t)i)u. -=O (1U = Et - iE*) (3.5) 

4, !Ye shall consider now the case of consecutive left circulations of 

a ship moving with constant speed vu, whose course was initially wO. 

'The northern and eastern velocity components of our ship are, respec- 

tively 

21.V =:- v ('OS (I$,,- ot), “,. /' *in (j10 -- ot) (a _$) (4.1) 

where o is the an,-ular velocity of circulation, T is the period of 
circulation. 1Jnder these conditions v and R are periodic functions of 

period T. 

For example, if a circulation begins from t!le southern course we su!~- 

stitute in (4.1) vyo = 150°, Lence vN = v cos ot, UE = 2, sin ot. 
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It has been shown in [3] that for a ship moving in circles we can 

simplify (1.5) by retaining only the principal part of the term represent- 

ing the rate of change of the velocity direction. 

For a circulation beginning from the southern course we would have 

51 = posinot (p --: u / RCJ cos cp) 

Further, in accordance with (3.2) we obtain 

(4.2) 

Investigating the stability of a horizontal gyrocompass moving in 

circles, we begin by using the method of mean values and taking the value 

of R as given by (4.2 ). Substituting for R its mean value over a period 

of one circulation, which by (4.2) equals zero we obtain the system of 

mean values equations 

I!% ’ “bc, -;. yqJ1 =~ (1, ii* + m, j- T2U2 =: 0 

which corresponds to the system (3.4). 

When b ( v, then the equations (4.4) have the following 

(4.4) 

solutions 

~:lJUSt) (r,.,j) 

lhe roots of the characteristic equation of the system (4.4) have 

negative real parts when b > 0, therefore the use of the mean values 

equations is justified [71. 

!'fllen a ship moves in circles and the damping is weak then the charac- 

teristic exponents of the system (3.1) can be expressed by 

x1.2 = -_b+yi, x3,4 ::- -- b rfi I! (4.6) 

which are derived from (4.4) and which coincide with the characteristic 

exponents derived in [2I for the case when b = 0. 

Thus, for circulatory motion, the solutions (3.4) are asymptotically 

stable even with smallest dissipations present. 

If instead of i, and c2 we use, respectively, the solutions of (4.S) 

which were obtained by the method of mean values, t!ien by (3.3) we have 
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zI =:- e-bt (Cl cos ql -+- C, sin qt) cos U + e-l’ (C, cos qt -j- C, sin qt) Sin 0 

ht = - e-bt (C, cos qt + C, sin qt) sin 0 i_ e-b1 (C, cos gt $- C, sin qt) c.os 0 
(4.7) 

If the damping is very weak then we can set q = v and obtain 

x( =l e-bf (C, cos Vt -j- C, sin vt) eos 0 -+- e-!‘” (C, cos vt + C, siu vt) sir1 U 

A. - eebf (C, cos vt -+ C, sin vt) sin ti -I- e-*’ (C, cos vt + C, sin vt) co.u, IJ 
(4.X) 

The equations of motion of a horizontal gyrocompass in its initial 

form (1.1) are also asymptotically stable because the introduction of 

the new variables through (1.3) and (3.2) is performed by nonsinsular 

linear transformations with periodic coefficients. 

5. !Ve shall consider now another method of investigating the stability 

of a horizontal gyrocompass, which is different than the Itlean values 

method. Substituting 

in (3.5) we obtain 

9 + fv2 - h2 -I- 2ibSZ (t)) ?/ = 0 (5.2, 

Let the ship move uniformly in circles beginning from the southern 

course. Using (4.2) we get 

Q+(v2-b2+2ipb~sinwt)y=0 (‘5.3; 

Setting ot = 2iz we obtain the modified Yathieu equation with an 

imaginary arg~ent 

$-((p” - 219 sh 22) y = 0 
4 (v” - 62) 

P2 = (g 1 ka = 4p ;, (5.4) 

Introducing in (5.4) the new argument j = ike’ we obtain 

(5.5) 

When p is not an integer and when k - 0, then we have the asymptotic 

solution I83 in the form 

y = C,‘J, (1~‘) + C2’J_, (lie’\ (Cl’, Cz’ :=- const) (5.6! 

From (Fj.6) and by (5.1) we obtain 
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w = rbf (C,‘J, (kc") + C2’J_p (ke’)) (5.7) 

Assuming that the damping is weak we can set on the strength of (5.4) 

P = 2v/w. 

Using further the asymptotic formulas for the functions Jp(n) and 
J_P(x) [6] for the small values of the argument 

Jp(z) - xp J;tJ4 - 
x-p 

r-a 2pr (2 + p) ’ 2-T (1- p) 
(5.8) 

we obtain 

J, (kef) - ($)” p& (cos vt - i sin vt) 

(5.9) 

.I_;, (ke*) N $ -?) 
( ) 

1 
1’ (1 - P) 

(cos VI? + i sin vt) 

Hence by (5.7) we shall have 

where 

w - e-bf (D1 eos vt + iD, sin vt) 

Setting 

D, = A, -- iK,, D, = - (K, + i&) (5.12) 

(5.10) 

and using (3.5) we have 

g, = C- b* (K, COB vt + Ka sin vt), Es = cbf (K, cos vt + K4 sin vt) (5.13) 

By the inverse transformation formula (3.3) we obtain finally 

(5.14) 

%I -1 ~31 {Kl cos vt -t_ Kz sin vt) cos U + cbt (KS cos vt -+ KP sin vt) sin 0 

b, -1- - rot (K, cos vt + K2 sin vt) sin Q + e--bl (K, cos vt -t_ K, sin VI) cos 0 
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where the constants Kj are determined from the 

expressions coincide with the previous results 

different method. 
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